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There is a considerable discrepancy between the temporal and spatial

resolution required by climate impact researchers, policy makers, and

adaptation planners on the one hand and climate data providers on the other

hand. While the spatial and temporal aggregation of climate data is necessary

to increase the reliability and robustness of climate information, this often

counteracts or even prohibits their use in adaptation planning. The problem

is twofold (i.e., space and time) and needs to be approached accordingly.

Climate impact research and adaptation planning are the domain of impact

experts, politicians, and planners, rather than climate experts. Thus, besides

the spatial and temporal resolution, information also needs to be provided on

platforms and in data formats that are easily accessible, easy to handle, and

easy to understand.We discuss possible steps toward bridging the gap using an

example from the federal state Hesse (Germany) as illustration. We aggregate

the climate data at a level of “natural units” and provide them as monthly data.

We discuss the pros and cons of this kind of processed data for impact research

and decisionmaking. The spatial aggregation to “natural units” delivers suitable

spatial aggregation, while maintaining physical geographic structures and their

climatic characteristics. Within these “natural units,” single grid cell values are

usable for climate impact analyses or decisionmaking. The temporal resolution

is monthly values, i.e., deviations of single month values for the scenario period

from climatological monthly values in the (simulated) reference period. This

resolution allows analyzing compound events or consecutive events on a

monthly scale within a climatological (30-year) period.

KEYWORDS

climate model data, spatial resolution, natural units, user-tailored, impact research

Introduction

Climate modeling communities share their data for impact research, adaptation

planning, and other uses. With the knowledge about the pros and cons of climate models

and their results comes a responsibility to advise the best uses of the data and to warn

against (unintended) misuse of the data. Climate model output does not have the same

characteristics as observed (station) data. For example, while measurements at stations

provide point data, climate model output is grid-box area average data. Therefore, the

statistics of observed station data and simulated grid-box data don’t match: typically,
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model data shows less extremes and generally smoother

distributions of simulated parameters in space and time. With

increasing model resolution, finer details become available

in model data, but some processes remain unresolved.

Additionally, all models have errors. They may stem from

simplified model equations or parameterizations, which are

necessary to make the models computationally feasible. They

may also result from the assumptions within the scenarios

used or from unknown or not represented interactions in the

climate system, particularly interactions with human actions.

However, mostly the errors are not systematically in all

models, but statistically distributed between the models. It is

therefore common practice to use ensembles of models (either

multi-model-ensembles, e.g., Johns et al., 2011; Eyring et al.,

2016, or single-model ensembles, e.g., Allen et al., 2000; Kay

et al., 2015; Deser et al., 2020) to provide a more reliable

bandwidth of climate simulation results (e.g., Kreienkamp

et al., 2013). Additionally, climate modelers warn against

taking single cell and/or single time-step information as input

for impact modeling or other uses since areal and temporal

averaging improves the reliability of the model output data and

avoids over-interpretation.

Regarding spatial resolution, it is typically advised to use

averages over at least nine grid cells surrounding the location

of interest to smooth out unrealistic spatial effects. Regarding

temporal resolution, the use of long-term averages, preferably

30-year-averages, is advised.

However, compliance with these principles is often a

challenge for impact research (e.g., Kreienkamp and Huebener,

2021, and references therein). Typically, impact models are

trained using station data. Consequently, for running impact

models with climate model data, the climate model output

is expected to display the same characteristics (no bias,

time series statistics like variability and extremes, etc.) as

observations. This is, however, typically not the case and the

aforementioned averaging requirement even further smooths

the distributions and it is thus often deemed unsuitable for

impact research. This is particularly true for research areas

located in small valleys or near steep gradients in topography.

Here, the rectangular averaging area often mixes the properties

of quite different climatological regions (e.g., river valley and

adjacent mountains).

A step toward bridging this gap is the development of

gridded observation data sets (e.g., Uppala, 2001; Dee et al.,

2011; Bollmeyer et al., 2015). These data sets provide the spatial

aggregation from point measurements to grid-box averages.

Using gridded observations for the training of impact models

is a step toward bridging the gap between observations and

climate model results. However, still a large gap between

gridded observations and climate model simulations of the

past remains. Climate models usually display a (more or

less pronounced) bias and generally don’t exactly reproduce

the observed climate. Besides model errors, this is also due

to the fact, that climate models represent only one possible

realization of the climate system under recent conditions. Due

to internal climate variability, simulated recent climate might

not match observed recent climate without the climate model

being “wrong” (Marotzke and Forster, 2015; Deser et al., 2016;

Hawkins et al., 2016). Furthermore, climate data users and

climate information users (in the definition of Rössler et al.,

2017) often need much finer grained information in time and

space than 30-year-averages over large areas (e.g., Van den Hurk

et al., 2018, and references therein for crop modeling or flood

assessments; e.g., Sutmöller et al., 2021, for forestry).

There is considerable ongoing activity to improve the

communication between climate modeling communities and

climate impact or other user communities (e.g., Lemos et al.,

2012; Huebener et al., 2017b; Rössler et al., 2017; Chimani et al.,

2020; Tart et al., 2020; Hewitt et al., 2021; Suhari et al., 2022).

There are also numerous activities to provide suitable user-

tailored climate simulation information and climate services

(e.g., Goddard, 2016; Buontempo et al., 2018; Bülow et al., 2019)

or tools to generate said information (e.g., Raoult et al., 2017;

Pérez-Zanón et al., 2021).

Besides the aspects of data retrieval (e.g., Chimani et al.,

2020; Pérez-Zanón et al., 2021), simulation evaluation (e.g.,

Kotlarski, 2014; Vautard et al., 2020; Zier et al., 2021), bias

correction (e.g., Cannon, 2018; Casanueva Herrera et al., 2020),

ensemble selection (see e.g., Dalelane et al., 2018, for an

ensemble reduction method), and visualization (e.g., Christel

et al., 2017; Pérez-Zanón et al., 2021) the question remains how

to improve the spatial and temporal representativeness of the

climate simulation data for further use.

In this paper, we describe a climate data set which

is a compromise between the scientific demand of the

climate modeling community for averaging large regions

and climatological time-steps and the practical demand of

the (multiple and different) user communities for specific

information in space and time. Therefore, we present an example

from the German federal state Hesse in post-processing climate

model output on “natural units” (i.e., landscape units defined for

joint geographic and climatological characteristics) andmonthly

resolution. We then discuss the pros and cons of this approach

in general.

Section Methods and Results explains the methods of

the aggregation to “natural units” and presents the results.

Section Summary and Conclusion provides lessons learned

and discusses the practice presented in the context of

general development toward providing actionable, user-tailored

climate information.

Methods and results

Hesse is a federal state in central Germany, consisting of

somemid-rangemountain areas, some lowlands along the Rhine
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FIGURE 1

Topographic map of Hesse (top, https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hessen#/media/Datei:Hessen_topografisch_Relief_Karte.png) and map of

“natural units” in the second refinement layer (Haupteinheiten) from the original Klausing-classification (bottom left) and resulting adapted

natural units for spatial aggregation of climate model output (bottom right). Numbers correspond to: 14, Hessen-Franconian Mountains; 22,

Upper-Rhine Lowland; 23, Rhine-Main Lowland; 29, Mittelrhein; 30, Taunus mountains; 31, Gießen-Koblenz-Lahn valley; 32, Westerwald

mountains; 33, Bergisch-Sauerland mountains; 34, West Hesse mountain and valley Area; 35, East Hesse mountain area; 36, Weser mountain

area; 37, Weser-Leine mountain area; 47/48, Thuringia basin (Klausing, 1988). VB, Vogelsberg; Rh, Rhön; “a”, adjustment of units by changing the

boundary of the original unit; “+”, merging of original units.
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river, and some mild-climate areas in the middle (Figure 1, top).

Hesse also contains some larger cities (e.g., Frankfurt/Main) and

an urban sprawl in the Rhein-Main-Area. The cities are not well-

resolved in climate models, thus we cannot expect to find the full

urban climate effects (in particular the urban heat island) in the

simulation results. But, to some degree the urban effects become

visible in high resolution model results.

Several sophisticated methods exist for creating spatial

climate patterns, like cluster analysis (e.g., Mahmud et al., 2022)

or PCA (e.g., Pineda-Martínez et al., 2007). Alternatively, we

started from a well-known and established pattern: the “natural

units” (or “landscape units”) as defined by Klausing (Klausing,

1988) (Figure 1, bottom left). The main reason was to use a

concept that is readily understandable for many users, not only

in climate impact research, but also outside science: in policy

and society.

According to climate modeling advice, we aimed for creating

spatial units that comprised at least nine grid cells (of the 5 km

resolution) for any spatial unit. The Klausing natural units are

defined for all of Germany, but we used only the Hesse-part of

them. The natural units are based on a large-scale climatological

mapping (within central Europe). Finer scale differentiation (i.e.,

in Hesse) draws on geological information. We thus started

our exercise with testing the representativeness of the finer

scale (second order) natural units for climatological values.

The natural units have the advantage of well-defined physical,

geographic, and geologic areas. These areas correspond well

with characteristic and well-known regions in Hesse (e.g., low-

lying “Wetterau” for apple orchards, Rhine plain “Hessisches

Ried” for vegetables growing or the viticultural area “Rheingau”

along the “Mittelrhein” in the Rhineland slate mountains), but

they do not match administrative units. They neither match

hydrological units, which typically span areas from source

regions in mountainous terrain to the river mouth in a lowland

region, even though in some areas borders of hydrological units

match borders of the natural units.

Natural units from HYRAS data

To identify climatological units based on Klausing’s natural

units, we used HYRAS data, a high-resolution (5 × 5 km)

gridded dataset of daily mean (Tmean), minimum (Tmin) and

maximum (Tmax) temperature, precipitation (PR), and relative

humidity (RelHum) (Rauthe et al., 2013; Frick et al., 2014;

Razafimaharo et al., 2020). Based on these daily data, we

calculated long-term seasonal means (sums for precipitation,

respectively) for the time period 1951–2010. Additionally,

we determined the following meteorological parameters per

calendar year: ice days (Tmax < 0◦C), frost days (Tmin < 0◦C),

summer days (Tmax > 25◦C), hot days (Tmax > 30◦C), very hot

days (Tmax > 35◦C), and tropical nights (Tmin > 20◦C).

When selecting the parameters to be considered in the

study with HYRAS data, it was ensured that the parameters

are available in the high-resolution data of the regional climate

models to which the methodology will eventually be applied. In

this way, a consistent data set aggregated to natural units can be

provided for Hesse.

First, the natural area means based on Klausing’s natural

units (second order) were calculated for the listed parameters

by weighting the individual cell values according to their area

percentage in the respective natural area of Hesse:

Xn
=

∑
wn
ijXij

∑
wn
ij

with

wn
ij : Area percentage of the grid cell (i,j) in the natural

unit n,

Xij : Calculated parameter in grid cell (i,j).

In the next step, the deviation from the natural areamean Xn

for each parameter was investigated in each grid cell. For

reducing the residual deviations, the natural units were adapted.

The decision-structure for adapting the natural units used

seasonal and half-yearly mean temperature fields in the first step

and aimed for reducing the residual deviations. The decision of

redistributing grid-cells from one natural unit to another was

made under the following premises (in this order):

1. Keep the alterations as small as possible, to preserve the

structure of the original units as well as possible;

2. for units with only a few grid-boxes in Hesse, check if

they can be matched with neighboring units to fulfill the

area size criterion (at least nine grid boxes of the 5 km

resolution fields);

3. check, if distributing the grid cell to a neighboring unit

reduces the residual error field;

4. check, if a higher order natural unit (third order) exists, that

matches the error pattern and is still large enough to fulfill the

area size criterion;

5. if necessary, combine third order units or add an appropriate

single grid cells to fulfill the size criterion.

We processed these steps using the seasonal and half-yearly

mean temperature field and thereafter checked if the resulting

units reduced the residual errors in the other parameter fields,

too. This was the case, so we kept the units as determined

from mean temperature. Examples of the resulting error fields

for mean temperature and summer precipitation are given in

Figure 3.

As an example, Figure 2 shows the spatial distribution

of the long-term mean air temperature over the winter

period from October to March for Hesse. The original

classification of the Hessian natural units according to Klausing

already corresponds well with the spatial structure of the

temperature field. This is due to the fact, that Klausing’s

natural classification is not based on administrative units,

but on scientific data, which in particular takes into account

the geography and thus also the climatological differences in
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FIGURE 2

Monthly means of the air temperature in Hesse averaged over

the period from 1951 to 2010 and over the winter period from

October to March based on HYRAS data. The natural units of

Hesse according to Otto Klausing are shown as polygons in

black.

Hesse. For example, the lower temperatures in the Hessen-

FranconianMountains are well-distinguished from the northern

Upper-Rhine Lowland and the Rhine-Main lowlands. The

slightly higher temperatures in the Giessen-Koblenz Lahn

Valley are also mapped in a separate natural unit, separated

from the Taunus in the south and the Westerwald in

the north.

On the other hand, it can also be seen that smaller-

scale structures are missing from the original classification by

Klausing. For example, the Rhön and the Vogelsberg stand out

with lower temperatures and thus also fewer summer days and

higher precipitation than in the assigned rest of the East Hesse

mountain area.

By looking at the grid point-specific deviation from the

respective assigned natural area mean, the local differences

become clearer and by adjusting the natural unit classification,

improvements in the subdivision can bemade visible in the form

of smaller deviations. This approach is illustrated in Figure 3.

Whereas, with an underlying subdivision according to Klausing,

deviations of −2 to −2.5 K were recorded for the Vogelsberg

and the Rhön (Figure 3, top right), after separating these two

regions the deviations in temperature could be reduced to −1K

(Figure 3, bottom right).

That these separations lead to an improvement is also

confirmed in the other selected parameters such as precipitation

(Figure 4). When using Klausing’s original subdivision, the

higher summer precipitation in the Vogelsberg and the Rhön

compared to the rest of the East Hesse mountain area of 15–

25mm can be clearly seen. After separating these two areas, the

deviations here can be reduced to <10 mm.

This procedure was carried out taking into account all the

selected meteorological variables, so that finally an adapted

classification of the natural units was obtained with the following

maximum deviations in the individual meteorological variables:

T (−1.7 K/+1.6 K), Tmin (−1.1 K/+1.4 K), Tmax (−2.5

K/+1.7 K), PR (−18 mm/+34mm), and RelHum (−3%/+4%).

In the end, the following alterations were made to the

Klausing units for further use of the climate spatial units:

1. The Rhön and the Vogelsberg as low mountain ranges,

which belong to the East Hesse mountain area (No. 35),

should be considered as separate natural units. Here, due

to the blocking effect of the mountains and their altitude,

precipitation is significantly higher and temperatures lower

than in the rest of the East Hesse mountain area.

2. In the transition from the Rhine-Main Lowland (No. 23) to

the East Hesse mountain area (No. 35), the southwestern

part of the western lower Vogelsberg should be assigned to

the Rhine-Main Lowland, since here the long-term seasonal

monthly mean temperature is higher than the area mean of

the East Hesse mountain area.

3. The Rhine valley, which according to Klausing is assigned

to the Upper-Rhine Lowland (No. 22) and the Rhine-Main

Lowland (No. 23), was completely integrated into the Upper-

Rhine Lowland (No. 22) and merged with the very small

natural unit of the Mittelrhein (No. 29), which is covered by

only three grid cells.

4. The Weser mountain area (No. 36) was integrated into the

West Hesse mountain and valley Area (No. 34).

5. The Thuringia basin (No. 47/48) and the Weser-Leine

mountain area (No. 37) was merged with the East Hesse

mountain area (No. 35).

6. The Giessen Lahn valley, which according to Klausing is

assigned to the West Hesse mountain and valley Area (No.

34), was instead merged with the Giessen-Koblenz Lahn

valley (No. 31), because the long-term seasonal monthly

mean temperature is higher and the long-term seasonal

monthly mean relative humidity is lower than the area mean

of the West Hesse mountain and valley Area (No 34).

Figure 1 (bottom right) shows the map of the newly adapted

natural units.

Subsequently, these adjusted natural units were used for

post-processing of climate model outputs in natural units.

Regional climate model data in natural
units

We used regional climate model data from the projects

ReKliEs-De (Huebener et al., 2017a) and EURO-CORDEX
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FIGURE 3

(Left) Multi-year (1951–2010), over the winter period (October–March) and over the natural units averaged monthly means of the air

temperature in Hesse based on HYRAS data (Tmean). (Right) Grid point-specific deviations from the long-term natural units mean of the air

temperature in Hesse averaged over the winter period (T – Tmean). The natural units of Hesse used for the averaging are drawn in black as

polygons (top: natural units according to Otton Klausing, bottom: adapted natural units).

(Jacob et al., 2013) in a 0.11◦ resolution (approximately

12 km). The data was then bias corrected (Cannon, 2018)

and disaggregated to a 5 km resolution by the German

Weather Service (DWD) (Krähenmann et al., 2021).

The disaggregation process included high-resolution

spatial and climatological information and is therefore

of sufficiently high spatial quality to be used on

this scale.

We provided the following data spatially aggregated at a level

of natural units as described above:
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FIGURE 4

(Left) Multi-year (1951–2010), over the summer period (April–September) and over the natural units averaged monthly sums of precipitation in

Hesse based on HYRAS data (PRmean). (Right) Grid point-specific deviations from the long-term natural units mean of precipitation in Hesse

averaged over the summer period (PR – PRmean). The natural units of Hesse used for the averaging are drawn in black as polygons [(top) natural

units according to Otton Klausing, (bottom) adapted natural units].

• for the reference period 1971–2000 (control

run) and for the period 2071–2100 (RCP2.6

and RCP8.5):

◦ single values for each month

from January 2071 to December

2100

◦ climatological monthly values (averaged for 2071–

2100)

• difference between single month values for the period

2071–2100 and climatological monthly values simulated

by the respective model for the reference period (1971–

2000).
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for the parameters

• daily mean temperature (Tmean) as monthly mean

• minimum temperature (Tmin) as monthly mean

• maximum temperature (Tmax) as monthly mean

• precipitation (PR) as monthly sum

• relative humidity (RelHum) as monthly mean

• number of days per calendar year:

◦ ice days (Tmax < 0◦C)

◦ frost days (Tmin < 0◦C)

◦ summer days (Tmax > 25 ◦C)

◦ hot days (Tmax > 30 ◦C)

◦ very hot days (Tmax > 35 ◦C)

◦ tropical nights (Tmin > 20 ◦C)

The cartographical projection of the data is Lambert

conformal conic (LCC) and the data format is NetCDF, readable

and processable in standard GIS programs.

Lessons learned

The aggregation method presented here aims at improving

the spatial representativeness of gridded model output while

maintaining the averaging process for insuring robustness of

the results (i.e., eliminating spurious single grid cell values

or systematic shifts within a natural unit). We applied only

relatively minor, albeit essential alterations to minimize the

relative errors of the mean values compared to the single

cell values. The procedure thus seems a viable path for other

regions, too, for improving spatial representativeness of climate

model data.

Additionally, the provision of monthly values for the future

period (single month values for each year from 2071 to 2100,

each as deviation from the simulated climatological monthly

value of the reference period 1971–2000) now allows to analyze

consecutive or combined events in the future on monthly time

scales, even without the knowledge and capacity to handle the

direct climate model output.

Such events might include consecutive dry summers

or combinations of hot and dry spring months. Possible

applications could be in fields like hydrology (e.g., filling of

reservoirs, groundwater recharge), agriculture (e.g., irrigation

needs), forestry (e.g., conditions for bark beetle infestation or

fire weather), health (e.g., habitat for invasive mosquitos), or

ecosystem services (e.g., evaporative cooling from urban green

spaces during dry summers).

A large number of impact research methods require daily

data, particularly when considering extreme heat or heavy

precipitation events. These events cannot be resolved by the

monthly data. We don’t expect the method to work equally well

for daily data. On the daily time-scale spatial variability is much

larger (particularly for rainfall) and events like temperature

inversions defy their expression in the simple spatial methods

used here. Thus, a number of impact relevant extremes

occurring on the daily time-scale cannot be assessed with

these data.

Assessing the study results, on the “pro” side, we were

positive surprised how well the original natural units fit with a

number of relevant quantities for climate and climate impact

analyses. The good fit of mean temperature with the adjusted

natural units was expected, since the topography—particularly

height above sea level—strongly controls mean temperatures.

However, minimum and maximum temperatures, precipitation,

and relative humidity are not as clearly controlled by this

parameter. This is an added value of the results presented here.

The provision of data aggregated to the adjusted natural

units presented here results in a much higher plausibility of local

climate data compared to aggregation over rectangular areas.

With this product, downstream users can now select a natural

unit as surrogate for a local grid-box and use the data for their

further analyses.

On the “con” side, spatial variations within the natural

units are not resolved and the monthly resolution will still be

insufficient for some impact assessments. This limits the use of

the data for certain impact research questions. For some impact

research questions, however, it might be possible to use monthly

data even though current impact models use daily data as input.

In these cases, the impact researchersmight further develop their

methods or models to cope with monthly data, and might in

some cases even improve the robustness of the results. Here, we

need further developments to bridge the remaining gap between

the requirements of the impact research community and the

climate modeling community.

Summary and conclusion

There is still a considerable gap between climate data,

particularly climate model results, and the user needs for climate

information to derive climate adaptation measures. The gap has

many dimensions: from the nature of climate simulations as

only one possible realization of the climate system, different

future scenarios, model deficiencies, biases, spatial and temporal

resolution, to unwieldy data-formats.

There are numerous ongoing efforts to improve the usability

and user-orientation of climate information and climate services

(e.g., Alexander and Bruno Soares, 2017; Buontempo et al., 2018;

Le et al., 2020; Williams and Jacob, 2021), particularly within the

Global Framework on Climate Services (Hewitt et al., 2012). We

particularly welcome and support the efforts of transdisciplinary

research, of co-production of climate knowledge and of

integration of local knowledge to understanding climate change

and its impacts (e.g., Buontempo et al., 2018; Hewitt et al.,

2021; Neset et al., 2021; Williams and Jacob, 2021). The example
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presented here may be considered as a small contribution

within the field of spatial integration of climate data and

information for use in climate impact research (as discussed

in the review paper, Giuliani et al., 2017). Our effort is part of

the information transfer chain, insofar as it purposefully uses a

well-known, if simple, concept (the natural units or landscape

units) instead ofmore sophisticatedmethods like cluster analysis

or PCA. Thus, we take a step toward making the data easier

to integrate with data from other disciplines or from outside

science. It may also be considered part of the information

chain, that the work presented here was incentivized and

commissioned by a local environmental agency, so in fact as a

transdisciplinary effort.

In this paper, we focus on the resolution of climate model

output in space and time. We propose a compromise between

the positions of the climate modeling community and of

the user community (or communities). The impetus to this

effort resulted from discussions with climate impact modelers,

presenting their challenges in using climate model data.

The German federal state Rhineland-Palatinate also uses

natural units as analysis units for the display of climate

and climate change facts (see RLPKK, 2022). Here, the

original natural units—as derived from the geological

properties—are used to calculate area mean values without

prior changes to the areas. This leads to a few natural

units, which combine different climatological regimes,

like the unit “Taunus mit Lahntal” (which covers areas

in both federal states, Hesse and Rhineland-Palatinate),

which contains part of a mountain range (Taunus) as well

as a river valley (Lahn-Valley); for Hesse we used a sub-

division between the two parts of this unit. Additionally, for

Rhineland-Palatinate only climatological 30-year averages are

on display.

Solutions to improve the usability of climate model data

differ according to the intended use. There is no one method

to satisfy all user demands. The compromise solutions for

improving spatial and temporal resolution presented in this

paper only bridge part of the gap between climate simulation

data and impact research needs. While this might suffice for

some analyses, clearly further steps are needed to bridge this

gap to the satisfaction of climate modelers as well as impact

researchers. However, this bridging process needs to come from

both sides: from the climate modeling community in improving

their products as well as from the impact modeling community

(Kreienkamp and Huebener, 2021; Sutmöller et al., 2021). Some

climate model limitations cannot be overcome by improving

the models or post-processing the output data. They stem e.g.,

from scenario uncertainty or internal climate variability. Thus,

a dialog between climate data providers and users should always

be part of climate data provision (Van den Hurk et al., 2018).

It will need further model and method development within the

impact research community to facilitate optimal use of climate

model output and data.

We are confident, that the use of (possibly adjusted)

natural units increases the spatial representativeness of grid-

box data and thus the applicability for impact research.

We are also confident, that the provision of monthly

projection data (as anomaly to monthly climatological

means of the reference period) are scientifically sound

enough to allow impact analyses of consecutive or combined

events. We encourage other climate data providers to test

these methods and to evaluate their applicability to further

data sets.
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